
Here is what we are learning about next week:

● English – working on the structure of a sentence, making sure our sentences contain a noun (eg. cat), a verb (eg. 
jump) and an adjective (eg. fluffy) - The fluffy cat jumped on the mat.

● Maths - assessing all area of maths that have been taught so far; counting, adding, subtraction, fact families, 
maths language and problem solving.

● Handwriting - Capital and lowercase letters: V,v Ww, Xx, Zz
● Phonics - /n/ written as ‘kn’ as in know and ‘gn’  as in gnome - and -   /r/ written ‘wr’ as in wrist.
● Science - learning the parts of a plant; flower, steam, leaf, root. We are also planting sunflower seeds.
● Geography - looking at the five oceans; Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Southern, Arctic.
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Reading 

Each week we will be giving hints and tips to help you 

read with your child at home.

If a child is watching TV add subtitles - 
it is proven to enhance their reading!

If you have any plant pots, bulbs or seeds, that you could donate for our science topic, 

plants, we would be very grateful. Each child will need a small plastic pot, with draining 

holes in school for Monday. We do have a small number in school, but not many. Thank 

you in advance.

Spellings  

These spellings will be given to the children, and will 

be on Spelling Shed,  on Tuesday 27th and will be 

tested the following Tuesday. 

- shouted - ask

- about - once

- found - today

- counting - come

- around - some

Here is a super link to a game to help support your child learn their number bonds to 10, 

20 and 100 - https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button

A separate letter has come home with your child today. This is informing you about what we are learning in our 
SRE (sex and relationship education) lessons this half terms, We have also sent a paper copy of the Geography 
knowledge organiser (a coloured copy can be found on the website..


